Call for Presentations
GROW Nebraska builds an annual compelling event called MarkeTech featuring speakers with a wide range of
marketing and technology expertise to give attendees access to the best education increasing their bottom line.
MarkeTech doesn’t stop there! It’s more than a conference, its cutting edge training, valuable networking, and a
technology showcase.

Be inspired, be engaged, and work hands on with today’s most innovative tools.
"Speaking at MarkeTech is a great opportunity to meet and spend time with the business owners that are the
foundation of this country." David McBee, Keynote Speaker
The Committee Review Team is seeking educational presentations that focus on real-life submissions with the prime
focus on marketing and technology thus the name MarkeTech.
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Benefits to present at MarkeTech:
 Complimentary exhibitor table
 Event fees are waived on the day of the speaker’s presentation
 Expand your professional network with an average 300 people in attendance
 Comprehensively promoted through GROW Nebraska social media sites and beyond
 Be part of a proven successful small business conference in the State of Nebraska
Review criteria for presentations:
 Does the topic address the conference theme of marketing or technology based education?
 Does the proposed presentation apply to small and large businesses?
 Is the topic exclusive and material not offered through other sources?
 Is the session title, description and learning objectives appealing?
 Are you able to be in attendance throughout the conference to host a complimentary exhibitor table?
Items to consider:
 Breakout sessions are 45 minutes long
 Preference is given to GROW Nebraska Members and past GROW Nebraska webinar trainers
 Speakers are responsible for their own travel expenses

 Agenda will conclude at or approximately 5:00pm
**To be considered proposals need to be completed in full
CLICK Here to Submit your Proposal! For more information contact: Joy Marshall, 402-614-5558 or
joym@performanceplanners.com

